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A Modern Missive for your Extraordinary Life
Greetings!
With heat waves rolling across the US (and the rest of the Northern Hemisphere!),
we've got the inside scoop on the decorating trend that will raise the temperature
inside your home! Metaphorically speaking, of course. Stick around for the
experts' advice on using metals to supercharge your space.
Visit our Website

MIX AND MATCH
Mixed metals are on trend for 2017 and 2018. All the top designers agree – mixingmetals to
create a unique and sophisticated space is here for the foreseeablefuture.
Here are some quick pro tips to make it work.
DO mix metal tones. Warm metals like copper,brass, and gold do mix with the cool
tones of chrome and silver, but a pick oneprimary tone, and use the other sparingly
to offset it.
While you mix your metals, check your colorpalette. DO use warm color hues (reds,
browns, and yellows) with warm metals asyour primary, and cool colors (blues,

violets, and greens) with the coolermetal tones. Bonus tip: In a neutral colored space,
metals shine the most,adding color, texture, and raising the design temperature to just
right.
DO mix texture and finish too, and get creativeon those pieces. Wall finishings,
artwork, frames, and furniture legs can allbe incorporated into the look, just to name a
few.
And after all that: DON’T go overboard. Theconsensus is to stick to two, a primary
and an accent, and use it sparingly tobalance the other design elements incorporated
into your space.

Still love your copper most?
It's okay, we get it. We do
too.
Take it beyond the kitchen with these
simple, effective ways to decorate
with copper.
ACCENTS ARE IN: With copper, a
little goes a long way! Add a touch of
glamour to atable scape with a
copper vase, or brighten up place
settings with copper flatware.
Carefully placed pieces add subtle gleam and glimmer without overpowering the room.
LIGHT IT UP:
Ready to go bigger? Focus all theattention on one statement lighting piece – whether it be a
ceiling pendant, orstrategically placed table lamp. Don't be afraid to be bold!
SHOW IT OFF:
Copper is practical and beautiful, adding warmth to anyspace. Store your copper
kitchenware on open shelves, drawingattention to the beauty, form, and function of this
classic, versatile metal. Maybe start with your handcrafted copper mugs.

Don't have them yet? Our pure copper, handcrafted mugs are available in a
limited edition set of four, along with a sleek copper shot glass and handy recipe
booklet to get you started.
Regardless of how your metal shines, once you’ve finished decorating your space to stay
aheadof the latest trends, invite your friends to show it off and kick back with aclassic, the
Moscow Mule, served up in our vintage mugs with amodern verve to showcase your sense
of style.

Happy Decorating!
With love and light,

SHOP OUR EXCLUSIVE MUGS NOW
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